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Forthcoming events
All welcome:
April 7th 2.30pm East LAN Meeting, Stone House WR13 5JN
April 19th 6.30pm East LAN Meeting, Ullingswick, HR1 3JQ
April 10th 6.30pm South LAN Meeting, Holme Lacy
April 24th 6.30pm South LAN Meeting, Holme Lacy
April 26th 6.30pm North LAN Meeting HR6 0PX
Friday April 13th -Sunday April 15th BBKA Spring
Convention. Harper Adams University.

Apiary expansion

Preparing the ground to install
second shed, to improve the
facilities.

Re-fencing the apiary and
expanding its size, to give
more room for hives and
teaching.

www.herefordshirebeekeepers.org.uk
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Wally Shaw’s talk after the AGM on Thursday 15th March
‘Simple Methods of Making Increase’
Wally is based in North Wales, and started keeping bees 30 years ago, as a way of
pollinating his new orchard. He now has 50 colonies, and helps teach new beekeepers.
Wally believes it is important to raise our own queens, firstly because it cuts down on the
risk of importing pests and diseases from abroad (We imported 15 thousand queens into
the UK last year). There are apparently 20 distinct strains of EFB in Britain, and we don’t
know where they came from. Another reason for breeding our own queens is to create
bees with the characteristics we want (e.g. temperament or vigour) By using our ‘local’
bees, there is a greater chance they’ll survive, as they are already suited to the area, and
should live longer, and even produce more honey. Wally’s method is not designed for
large scale queen rearing, but the hobby beekeeper, which is the vast majority of
beekeepers in this country. Think about why we make increase. It could be to replace winter losses, to add to the number of hives we have, prevent swarming, or make nucs to pass
on to new beekeepers.
Wally doesn’t breed from his Queens until their third year, so as to give time to assess
them. He aims to make increase between late May/early June, but any time from late April
to mid- June is possible (if there are 8/10 frames of brood in the hive). He uses emergency
queen cells to either create 2 or 3 colonies from 1 hive, or to make 2 -5 nucs from 1 hive.
He believes it a myth that emergency queen cells make inferior queens. He also feels the
bees are less likely to swarm if you get them to create emergency cells, rather than waiting
to split a colony which has created swarm cells.
His bees are kept in hives with a brood and a half (a brood box with a super on top being
used for further brood). First, he has to find the old queen, then he splits the colony by
placing the queen in the half brood, and leaving her over a new brood box, containing 2
frames of sealed brood and new frames for her to lay into. The old brood box, containing
the rest of the brood frames, and 2 new ones, is moved to a new site, and left to create
emergency queen cells. This creates 2 colonies from 1. If he wants nucs, he uses shallow
boxes containing shallow frames, so that the colony can be split down further. He puts 2
queen cells into each nuc, once the cells are sealed (having been fully fed), and moves
them to another apiary. He feels creating his own queens is a more natural way to make
increase, as the queen is raised by her own ‘sisters’, and with a high success rate, has
never had to buy in queens.
Wally is obviously passionate about his subject, and spoke rapidly to get through all the
information within the time, so I hope I’ve conveyed enough on the topic to get everyone
interested in queen rearing. If you want to know more, Wally has produced a booklet called
“Simple Methods of Making Increase” which can be obtained from Bumblebee Books (new
and old), and contains all the information from his talk, including illustrations.
Justine Gallaccio
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Increasing Omega 3 intake in Apis Mellifera
The current discussions on the impact of honeybees of the agricultural
use of neonicotinoids is fascinating. The much heralded research published by the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, back in June 2017
showed neonicotinoids increased colony overwinter failure in Hungary
and the UK, but decreased colony overwinter failure in Germany. The
experimental parameters (the UK colonies not exposed to
neonicotinoids showed colony winter failure rates of 58%) and the
statistics are less than convincing either way.
Neonics affect the neural pathways of insects. There is some evidence
(‘Omega-3 deficiency impairs honey bee learning.’ Arien Y, Dag A,
Zarchin S, Masci T, Shafir S., Proc Natl Acad Sci USA. 2015 Dec 22;
112(51):15761-6) that lack of ingestion of omega 3 oils can affect the
neurological development of Apis Mellifera. There are clear parallels
with the claims than consuming fish oil helps human brain development
– so grandma might have been right, albeit for the wrong reasons, to
have encouraged us all to take that spoonful of cod liver oil.
Last year I started exploring the possibility of encouraging my bees to
increase their consumption of omega 3 as a pre-emptive way of
avoiding any possible damage from neonics. There are plants which
naturally have a high omega 3 content, such as the Lithospermum
Arvense, a member of the borage family and known to farmers as field
gromwell, a weed that infests wheat fields. A non GMO bred version of
this plant, called Ahiflower, can be grown as a crop and is marketed in
by Nature's Crops International.
I could find no documentation as to whether the nectar or pollen of the
Ahiflower contain any useful quantities of omega 3 or whether it is
concentrated elsewhere in the plant, so it seemed pointless to try
tempting my bees with this.

Ahiflower
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Instead I looked at encouraging them to incorporate fish oils directly into
their diet. It would possibly be illegal for me to add it to sugar syrup,
apart from the two not being miscible, so I tried leaving a suitable
source near the hives. I saw no evidence that my bees took any interest
in the oily fish that I left out for them, but did notice that after a while
they did attract a lot of flies. I therefore determined to encourage the
bees to take up omega 3 more directly whilst keeping the fish, in this
case kippers, away from other flying insects and therefore placed the
kippers initially on the OMF, and subsequently across the top bars.
Over the months last summer I observed a significant increasing varroa
fall, but there again I also noticed a significant increase in bee fall in
those hives containing the kippers. Indeed there was good correlation
that as the year progressed the more kippers in the hives the more
bees that died, until by the end of the season I seem to have killed off
those colonies to which I had fed kippers.
I therefore consider the experiment to have been something of a failure.
However I wish to salvage at least some benefit from the experience.
Does anyone know where I can sell 37 jars of kipper flavoured honey?
Roger Gill
1st April 2018
The lesser celandine (Ranunculus ficaria) is just beginning to appear
in our garden. Although officially a weed I tolerate them, as the
flowers are an important source of forage for the early bees. The
highly reflective yellow petals probably help to attract bumble bee
queens as they emerge from hibernation. The cold spring will have
seriously held up insect development. I have seen very few Bumble
bee queens in this area, and they will need to play catch up once the
weather improves.
To the small celandine
Pansies, Lilies, Kingcups, Daisies,
Let them live upon their praises;
Long as there's a sun that sets
Primroses will have their glory;
Long as there are Violets,
They will have a place in story:
There's a flower that shall be mine,
'Tis the little Celandine.
William Wordsworth
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Spotting Nosema
East LAN meeting 8th March 2018
Around a couple of dozen turned out to hear Dave Sutton talk on bee
diseases at Stoke Lacy Village Hall on Thursday, 8th March, our numbers
swelled by several people from other LANs.
The focus of the evening was on Nosema, particularly Nosema apis, but
also being made aware of its more virulent Asian cousin, Nosema
ceranae. (N. apis typically can halve the life of a worker bee, but N.
ceranae can kill in 12 days).
Dave took us through a presentation explaining how the micro fungus
Nosema can infect and infest the digestive cells of the bee gut, debilitating
the bees ability to digest and generating an enormous number of spores
which are then excreted and picked up by worker bees as they go about
their cleaning duties or from water sources contaminated by infected bees.
Timing of the meeting was appropriate as the disease is most often seen in
late winter or early spring (hence the old name ‘Spring Dwindle’)
The only appropriate medication, Fumidil B (Fumagillin) has not been
permitted to be used on bees in the UK since 2011. It was observed that it
is still possible to obtain it from abroad, but that its use here would likely incur harsh penalties from the UK authorities.
The main symptom of Nosema, we learned, is the easily observed
dysentery caused, however it is not easily obvious whether such
dysentery is the result of Nosema or a less dangerous infection. The
answer is to inspect the bees microscopically to spot the abundant spores,
and to that end both Dave and Andy Tatchell had brought along
microscopes. Several of the members had brought along samples of around
30 of their bees. These samples were ground up with some water, if not
with a mortar and pestle then with a teaspoon and saucer.

Nosema spores

As the evening progressed to the
preparation and examination of the
microscope slides the rest of us were
able to tuck in to abundant tea and cake
and biscuits. The more cautious
amongst us took care to check the
saucers beneath out teacups before
downing our cups of tea. As far as we
could all see the microscope samples
were clear, so those who had
contributed the samples were reassured
and we were all better informed and
ready to be more vigilant.

Roger Gill
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Bob’s Beelines

March, what a month snow, frost, cold wind and a few
warm days. I hope April will be better for our bees, the only
thing you can do at the moment is make sure they have
enough food, candy or warm syrup but also make sure they
can get to the stores of food.
You can get your supers ready for the spring when it
arrives.
On the 8th of March the east LAN held an indoor meeting
at Stoke Lacy, attended by 20 members. Some members
from other LAN's (nice to see you there), I would like to
take this opportunity to thank Dave Sutton for guiding us
through the evening.
Our next meeting is on Saturday the 7th of April at 2:30 at
Stone House WR13 5JN (ALL ARE WELCOME)
That's all for now,
Bob and Kath Cross.

A new initiative by FlyBe and the BBKA:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7S584kvtoNo
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Early Spring Bee
Kirsten Ellerby

If foul brood is suspected, contact our RBI, Colin Pavey on 07775 119471 or email colin.pavey@apha.gsi.gov.uk. At present, we do not have a local SBI.
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